
hree PDWERetc Power Quality/ Energy Analyzer Packages 

Pk:k the Right One for Your Task 
POWERetc is making it easier for you to select the power quality/energy 
analyzer that's right for you. We've assembled three packages, each 
complete with a cellular modem to access setup and data gathering. 
That means you'll only need to go to the jobsite twice - once to install and 
once to take down. That's a great economic benefit in any climate but 
even more valuable while we all strive to stay safe from COVID-19. 

_ LI,._ Fluke 1750 "
Easy to Use. No Thresholds to Program. Once power is applied, the instrument 
automatically begins recording. The 1750's algorithm captures all events without 
the tedious setups. No one wants a wasted power study due to 

setup mistakes. One Probe ... Three Ranges. Only available 
from POWERetc - switch-selectable ranges (l00A, 1000A 
and S000A) eliminating the need for multiple probes. 

Dranetz HDPQ Explorer-Plus 
Top of the Dranetz Line. Flexible Setup. Color Display. The Dranetz HDPQ® Xplorer 

N Plus power quality analyzer is a hand-held portable instrument with a
�M. built in 7", tablet-like touch LCD display. Excellent report
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generation with Dran-View software. If you are already 
familiar with Dranetz analyzers, this is a good choice. 

PQube 3 Rugged 

Zero Set-Up. Mobile Control. Once installed the PQube 3 Rugged is accessed from 
PC, tablet or mobile phone. It measures and records all power parameters and formats 
the data in attractive, easy-to-understand graphs. Power disturbance event 
notifications can be sent immediately or on a schedule to limit 

the volume of emails. It is the most economical and efficient 
way to monitor power - no special software is needed. 
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